
Acts – The Church on Fire 
 

What things make or help Christians and  
God’s Church to be on fire for Him? 

 
Chapter Twenty One  

Verse(s)  Point  
1 - 3 1.  A Christian on Fire will stay on the course God has set them on.  Even if the journey is a long 

hard one covering much ground. 
 

4  
 

2.  The Christian on Fire will desire to fellowship with other Christians, even ones they may have 
never met before.  There is growth and encouragement that can come from being with other 
believers.  The Christian on Fire will know what they are to do from the Lord and not be deterred 
by others fears or their own. 
 

5 - 7 
 

3.  The Christian on Fire will continue on their journey for the Lord through life. 
 

8 - 9 4.  A Christian on Fire will be hospitable to other Christians.   
 

10 - 14 5.  The Christian on Fire will know what they are to do from the Lord and not be deterred by others 
fears or their own  The Christian on Fire will know not to push an issue if the other Christian has 
told them they know it is the Lord’s Will for them. 
 

15 -18 6.  The Christian on Fire will desire to fellowship with other Christians, even ones they may have 
never met before.  There is growth and encouragement that can come from being with other 
believers.   
 

19 7.  A Christian on Fire will share what God is doing in their ministry to encourage and inspire 
others.  There is also accountability in sharing what we are doing. 
 

20 - 26 8.  A Christian on Fire will sometimes need to do things to appease others that are really not 
necessary.  As long as it is not against God’s Will then it is ok. 
 

27 -40 9.  A Christian on Fire will never be free of trials and persecutions until they are home with the 
Lord.  From something as simple as accusations to beatings to arrest.  A Christian on Fire has to 
trust God through it all.  God will provide protection or rescue when He knows it is for His glory.  
Sometimes He might send that rescue or protection through unlikely sources. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


